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Washington has lobbied Gulf states including the
UAE to hold off restoring ties, sources told Reuters ear-
lier this year. At the ceremony, Syria’s deputy foreign

minister Faisal Maqdad thanked the UAE for its support.
“We cannot forget that the United Arab Emirates stood
by Syria in its war against terrorism,” he said.

Earlier in the war UAE supported armed groups
opposed to Assad. But its role was less prominent
than that of Saudi Arabia and Qatar, and mainly cen-
tered on ensuring that Islamist forces did not domi-
nate the uprising. Damascus has restored control over
most of the country’s territory since support from
Russian air strikes began in 2015, tipping the war in
Assad’s favor. — Agencies 
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The world’s seas are now a quarter more acidic than
150 years ago, threatening vital marine ecosystems upon
which billions of people rely for food and jobs. In October,
the global mean sea level reached its highest on record,
fuelled by the 329 billion tonnes of ice lost from the
Greenland ice sheet in 12 months.

Each of the last four decades has been hotter than the
last. And far from climate change being a phenomenon for
future generations to confront, the effects of humanity’s
insatiable, growth-at-any cost consumption means millions
are already counting the damage. The report said more
than 10 million people were internally displaced in the first
half of 2019 - seven million directly due to extreme weath-
er events such as storms, flooding and drought.

By the end of the year, the WMO said new displace-
ments due to weather extremes could reach 22 million.
“Once again in 2019 weather and climate related risks hit
hard,” said WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas.
“Heatwaves and floods which used to be ‘once in a centu-
ry’ events are becoming more regular occurrences.” At just

1C hotter than pre-industrial times, 2019 has already seen
deadly heatwaves in Europe, Australia and Japan, super-
storms devastate southeast Africa, and wildfires rage out
of control in Australia and California. 

Nations are currently in crucial talks in Madrid aimed
at finalizing rules for the 2015 Paris climate accord, which
enjoins countries to work to limit global temperature rises
to “well below” 2C. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) last year outlined how vital it was
for mankind to aim for a safer cap of 1.5C - ideally by
slashing greenhouse gas emissions and retooling the glob-
al economy towards renewable energy. 

The UN said last week in its annual “emissions gap”
assessment that the world needed to cut carbon emissions
by 7.6 percent each year, every year, until 2030 to hit 1.5C.
Instead, emissions are rising. And while governments
spend hundreds of billions of dollars subsidising fossil
fuels, there appears to be no consensus in Madrid over
how countries already dealing with climate-related catas-
trophe can fund efforts to adapt to the new reality. 

“Our economic activities continue to use the atmos-
phere as a waste dump for greenhouse gases,” said Joeri
Rogelj, Grantham Lecturer in Climate Change at Imperial
College London. Even if all Paris pledges were honored,
Earth is still on course to be more than 3C warmer by the
end of the century. “There is no indication of a fade out of
the warming,” Taalas told reporters. “The numbers will be
higher if we continue our current behavior.” — AFP

UN: 2010s hottest 
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“There were also inflammable materials improp-
erly stored, which led to the spread of the fire,” the
government said, adding that an investigation has
been launched.

HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah offered yesterday in a cable his condo-

lences to head of the Transitional Council of Sudan
Abdelfattah Al-Burhan over the fire. The Amir
expressed deepest condolences for those killed in the
incident and wished swift recovery for the wounded. HH
the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables. 

A doctors committee linked to Sudan’s protest
movement said the casualties were taken to several
hospitals and urged off-duty doctors to help out. “The
explosion was loud. Several cars that were parked in
the compound of the factory also caught fire,” an
employee of an adjacent factory told AFP. — Agencies 

23 killed as 
fire engulfs...

JERUSALEM: The Christmas tree is up at the
entrance to the Imperial Hotel in Jerusalem, but for its
Palestinian hosts there is little festive cheer amid fears
they could be evicted in favor of Israeli settlers. The
hotel, at the corner of Jaffa Gate in the Christian
Quarter of the walled Old City, is at the center of a
years-long ownership dispute between the settlers and
the Palestinian tenants. In June, Israel’s Supreme Court
finally concluded that the settler organization Ateret
Cohanim had legally bought the hotel, along with two
other nearby buildings, from the Greek Orthodox
Church in a controversial and secret 2004 deal.

The church has long denied this, however, and the
tenants say they have continued to pay rent monthly to
the church authorities. Amid fears they could be turfed
out at any moment, the tenants were last week given a
temporary reprieve when another court froze the sale
for at least 30 days, the Imperial’s lawyer, Maher
Hanna, said.

While it appears he will still be there at least for
Christmas, the proprietor of the 48-room hotel, Abu
Walid Dajani, said he didn’t know whether the decision
would be a turning point or just another obstacle in the
15-year legal battle. “The story can end forever and go
to the garbage of history,” he said, or “the settlers com-
plete the process for their own benefit.”

The family has rented the hotel since 1949 and cur-
rently pays 200,000 shekels ($57,000) a year to the
Greek Orthodox Church, he said. But Dajani says Ateret
Cohanim is now demanding he pay rent retroactively
for the past 15 years, 10 million shekels (2.62 million
euros) in all - money he says he simply doesn’t have.
Ateret Cohanim said it didn’t comment on an ongoing
court case, while the church said it believed the ruling
meant the entire eviction notice should be annulled.

Tricky property market 
Property sales in Jerusalem are some of the most

politically fraught in the world. Israel seized then
entirely Palestinian east Jerusalem in the Six-Day War

of 1967 and later annexed it in a move never recognised
by the international community. It now considers the
whole city its capital, citing Jewish historical and bibli-
cal links. The Palestinians see east Jerusalem, including
the Old City, as the capital of their future state, and
view the growing Israeli Jewish presence as an existen-
tial threat.

The Greek Orthodox Church is the largest and
wealthiest church in the Holy Land, commanding mas-
sive riches, largely in land portfolios dating back hun-
dreds of years. It has faced repeated accusations of
facilitating settlement growth by selling or leasing
properties in Palestinian areas to Israel. In the 2004
deal, it is alleged to sold properties to Ateret Cohanim,
which works to “Judaize” east Jerusalem by purchasing
real estate through front companies and then moving
Jewish settlers in.

When it was revealed, the sale triggered widespread
Palestinian anger and led to the 2005 dismissal of
Patriarch Irineos I. The Church and the tenants have
been fighting back ever since. Many Greek Orthodox
Palestinians still accuse their Church’s leadership of
undermining Palestinian connections to Jerusalem by
selling property.

Christmas gift
The Israeli government is often wary of angering the

Christian population in the city, aware both of
Jerusalem’s delicate balance and the need to retain the
support of Christians in the United States and other
countries. Hanna said the freeze is for only 30 days and
was ordered due to Ateret Cohanim’s failure to file
some court papers in time. The Orthodox Church said
in a statement it believed the court’s latest decision
means that “all decisions and demands by settlers to
Palestinian tenants to vacate the property became null
and void” as the original supreme court ruling was
“based on invalid court decisions.”

Elif Sabbagh, a researcher specializing in the
investments of the Greek Orthodox Church, said the

delay was convenient for the current Patriarch
Theophilos III. “It allows him to appear as a victor on
the eve of Christmas celebrations,” he said. Yet
Sabbagh said it may yet prove a pyrrhic victory, and a
source close to Ateret Cohanim said the organization
was confident that the settlers would ultimately still
take control of the buildings.

A few metres from The Imperial, the Petra Hostel,
another hotel in the case, is rapidly sliding into disre-
pair. The walls are peeling, the tiles broken and the

bathrooms smell of mould. There are hardly any guests,
and the few there are look unimpressed. The Israeli
authorities have banned all repairs until the case is
finalized, a representative of the Petra Hostel said.
Speaking on condition of anonymity, he said he didn’t
hold out much hope the latest decision would mean an
end to their woes, saying he no longer trusted any par-
ty. “They are all liars, from 2004 until today we are
fighting,” he said. “We may have won this battle, but not
the war.” — AFP 

In Jerusalem hotel, eviction 
fears dampen Xmas cheer 

JERUSALEM: People walk past the New Imperial Hotel located next to the Jaffa Gate in the Christian quarter of Jerusalem’s
Old City on Nov 29, 2019. — AFP 

BANGALORE: Students of Maharani Women’s College hold placards and shout slogans to protest against the alleged rape
and murder of a 27-year-old veterinary doctor in Hyderabad during a demonstration yesterday. — AFP

PATNA: A girl in eastern India was allegedly gang-
raped and shot dead, police said yesterday, the latest
in a string of sexual assaults that has triggered angry
protests across the country. Police suspect that the
victim, whose age and identity was not known, was
gang-raped, killed and her body burnt before being
dumped in a deserted field in Buxar town in Bihar
state. “We received (her) burnt body yesterday, a day
after she went missing from her house in Buxar town,”
a police official told AFP. The officer said they were
still awaiting a medical report.

The incident comes on the heels of the brutal gang-
rape and murder of a 27-year-old veterinary doctor in
southern Hyderabad city last week. A gang of four men
deflated a tyre on her scooter and lured her to a truck
yard with the promise of fixing it. Police say that the
men then raped and murdered her before setting the
body on fire under an isolated bridge.

The horrific crime has triggered protests across
India, with demonstrators urging authorities to
ensure rape cases are tried quickly and those con-
victed punished without delay. Yesterday, hundreds
of protesters gathered in the heart of capital New
Delhi demanding speedier punishments for rapists.
Cases in India often languish for years under the
country’s labyrinthine judicial system despite recent
efforts to set up fast-track courts.

Some of the protesters yesterday called for violent
and instant reprisals. “If women chop off the heads of a
few of these rapists, then automatically we’ll see the
society change for the better,” said protester Kanchan
Giri who was carrying a sword. “I think women should
take a sword when they step out of their houses so that
if they encounter a rapist they should behead him.”

Swati Maliwal, head of the Delhi Women’s
Commission, announced she was going on hunger
strike to demand a law stipulating that those who rape
minors are hanged within six months of conviction. “I
am demanding strict and swift punishment,” she said,
sat with the protesters. Sexual violence against women
was thrown under the spotlight after the fatal gang-
rape of a physiotherapy student on a New Delhi bus in
2012. More than 33,000 women were raped in India in
2017, according to the latest official figures. — AFP 

India girl shot 
dead in gang-rape 
as fury mounts 

TEHRAN: Iran yesterday rejected as “utter
lies” unofficial casualty figures given for
street violence that erupted last month during
demonstrations against a shock decision to
hike fuel prices. US President Donald Trump,
speaking in London, told reporters that “the
word is that thousands of people are being
killed in Iran that are protesting,” without
providing details. “That’s why they cut off the
Internet. They cut off the Internet so people
can’t see what’s going on,” he said ahead of a
NATO summit.

Iran’s economy has been battered since
last year when Trump unilaterally withdrew
the United States from a 2015 nuclear agree-
ment and reimposed crippling sanctions. The
days of unrest in Iran from Nov 15 saw pro-
testers attack police stations, loot shops and
torch banks and petrol stations as authorities
imposed a week-long Internet blackout. 

Videos that have surfaced since purport to

show scenes from the crackdown that fol-
lowed, including footage of security forces
firing at unarmed demonstrators or beating
them with batons. The United States, France
and Germany have all condemned Iran over
the bloodshed, which human rights group
Amnesty International estimates claimed
more than 200 lives. Tehran has not yet given
any overall death toll, but yesterday strongly
rejected such reports and figures as enemy
“propaganda”.

Iran’s judiciary spokesman Gholamhossein
Esmaili said: “I explicitly announce that the
numbers and figures that are being given by
hostile groups are utter lies and the statistics
have serious differences with what they
announced. “They announced some numbers
as well as some names... Their claimed num-
bers are sheer lies and fabricated,” he said in
remarks aired on state television. “The names
they have given are also lies,” Esmaili said,
adding that they included people who were
still alive and others who had passed away
from other causes.

Esmaili said 300 people arrested over the
unrest were still in custody in Tehran, without

giving a country-wide figure. Many had
already been released after they were found
to have been innocent, he added. “We as the
judiciary branch in no way consider as thugs
or rioters those who took to the streets to
merely voice their objections, even though
they didn’t have a legal permit for their street
gatherings,” he said. State television on
Monday night had also charged that foreign
media had been “hyping up” the death toll.
The report said that “the security forces had
no choice but to resort to authoritative and
tough confrontation in order to save people
from the hands of the rioters, and a number of
rioters were killed”.

The broadcaster said “thugs and rioters”
had attacked sensitive sites, including military
bases, with firearms and machetes and “in
some areas had taken people hostage”. It said
the incidents occurred in the cities of Bandar
Mahshahr, Fardis, Malard, Sadra, Sirjan,
Shahriar and Shahr-e Qods. The report cate-
gorised those who had died in the unrest into
different categories: “thugs and rioters”,
peaceful protesters, the security forces, and
passers-by. — AFP

DHAKA: Bangladesh said yesterday
that it  has shut down 166 recruiting
agencies hiring people to work in Saudi
Arabia after a spate of sexual abuse and
torture  a l legat ions  a t  the  hands  of
employers in the Gulf kingdom. Since
1991 , some 300,000 Bangladesh i
women have travelled to Saudi Arabia,
according to the Dhaka government,
mostly to work as household staff. But a
s t r ing  of  them have returned to
Bangladesh in recent months levelling
allegations of sexual abuse and torture
and even that recruiters had sold them
as sex slaves.

Last month videos secretly shot by
Bangladeshi female workers were shared
hundreds of thousands of times on social
media and sparked protests  across
Bangladesh. Government spokesman

Munirus Saleheen said that the agencies
that were shut down had failed to pro-
vide safeguards to the migrant workers
and in some cases sent them back to
their employers. “Our campaign will con-
tinue,” Saleheen told AFP.

Their closure followed talks between
Bangladeshi  and Saudi  of f ic ia ls  in
Riyadh. Both countries also decided to
update an online database of the female
workers to ensure their safety, a state-
ment issued by the Bangladeshi expatri-
ate welfare ministry said. Saudi police
have also agreed not to hand back any
Bangladeshi woman who escaped from a
Saudi employer to her workplace, it said.
The ministry also said that the Saudi
Department of Protection and Support
“wil l  take prompt action i f  a female
worker falls in danger”. — AFP 

Bangladesh shuts recruitment
agencies after abuse claims

Iran rejects as ‘lies’ 
unrest death tolls 


